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1. Introduction 

Actuators or transducers, represent devices that directly convert electrical energy to 

mechanical energy and thus generate a force and motion. The fast growing industries of 

highly integrated electronics, medicals, and robotics, eagerly demand new types of 

transducers with flexibility, high energy efficiency and compactness, because conventional 

actuators including pneumatic actuators, motors, and hydraulic cylinders, have many 

restrictions such as heavy weight, rigidity, restrictive shape, complex transmission, and 

limited size. Electroactive dielectric elastomers have garnered much more attention as 

promising alternative candidates for next generation compact actuators or transducers than 

other electroactive materials such as electroactive ceramics, shape memory alloys, and even 

other electroactive polymers like conductive polymers and ionic polymer metal composites, 

owing to their attractive properties such as large electromechanical strain, fast response, 

high power to mass ratio, softness, facile proccessibility, and affordability (Pelrine et al. 

2000a, 2000b; Shankar et al., 2007a, 2007b). For example, a comparison of the properties of 

electroactive dielectric elastomers and other widely used transducer materials lists in Table 

1. Piezoelectric materials have quite fast and high energy efficient response, but produce a 

limited strain (Furukawa & Seo, 1990). Shape memory alloys (Lagoudas, 2008), conducting 

polymers (Bay et al., 2004) and ionic polymer metal composites (Nemat-Nasser & Wu, 2003) 

are capable of producing relatively large strain, but they suffer pretty slow response and 

poor coupling efficiency. In contrast, the electroactive dielectric elastomers have much 

superior actuation properties than others. 

A dielectric elastomer film is compressed electrostrictively in the longitudinal direction, and 

spreads in the transverse planar direction, as an electric field is applied across dielectric film 

thickness throughout the electrodes, illustrated in Figure 1. A dielectric elastomer film is 

coated with compliant conductive electrodes such as carbon grease and silver grease. When 

the external electric field is removed, the film is recovered to original shape owing to its 

shape memory property. That is to say, the electric actuation of the dielectric elastomer is a 

reversible process.  
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Fig. 1. Illustration of electric actuation of the dielectric elastomer actuators.  

Unlike piezoelectricity, which has a linear relationship with applied electric field strength, 

this electric actuation of dielectric elastomers demonstrates that the total thickness strain, sz 

has a quadratic relationship with the applied electric field E, as delineated by the following 

eq. (1) (Pelrine et al. 2000a, 2000b). 

 2
33zs R E , (1) 

where a thickness strain, sz represents a thickness change (t-t0) divided by initial thickness 

(t0), and R33 represents the sensitivity of the strain response of a material to the applied 

electric field. 

 

Type Maximum
strain (%)

Elastic 
energy 
density
(Jcm-3)

Coupling 
efficiency 

(k2) 

Specific 
density
(g cm-3)

Response 
speed 

References 

Conventional dielectric 
elastomer 

      

Acrylic with prestrain 380 3.4 85 1 Fast [a][b] 
Silicone with prestrain 63 0.75 63 1 Fast [a] 

Thermoplastic 
 dielectric elastomer  

with prestrain 

      

250 0.15 85 1 Fast [d] 

Piezoelectric ceramic (PZT) 0.2 0.1 52 7.7 Fast [a] 
Piezoelectric polymer (PVDF) 0.1 0.0024 7 1.8 Fast [a] 

Shape memory alloy (TiNi) >5 >100 5 6.5 Slow [a] 
Conducting polymer (PANI) 10 23 <1 1 Slow [a][c] 

[a] Referred from Pelrine et al., 2000b. 
[b] Referred from Kornbluh et al., 2000. 
[c] Referred from Kornbluh et al., 2002. 
[d] Referred from Shankar et al., 2007. 

Table 1. Comparison of actuator materials. 

Thermoplastic dielectric elastomers, in this book, represent microphase-separated block 

copolymers such as a poly (styrene-b-ethylbutylene-b-styrene) (SEBS) or a poly (styrene-b-

ethylbutylene-b-styrene)-graft-maleic anhydride (MA) triblock copolymers, described in 

Figure 2. For the first time, Shankar et al. (2007a, 2007b, 2007c) demonstrated that the SEBS 
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thermoplastic dielectric elastomers with microphase-separated nanostructures had not only 

the very high electric actuation performance even at low electric field, but also versatile 

tunability of their properties, even though the SEBS exhibited pretty low dielectric feature. 

The thermoplastic dielectric elastomers differ from conventional homopolymer dielectric 

elastomers such as acrylics, silicones, fluoropolymers and natural or synthetic rubbers in 

several aspects such as nanostructure morphology, shape memory property and electric 

actuation mechanism(Drobny, 2007; Hamley, 2003; Kim, et al. 2011). 

 

Fig. 2. Molecular and chain structures, and segregation morphology of the thermoplastic 
dielectric elastomers 

Several well-organized reviews and books have already been published and summarized 
properties, mechanisms and applications of electroactive polymers including the 
conventional dielectric elastomers (Bar-Cohen, 2004; Brochu & Pei, 2010; Carpi et al., 2008; 
Carpi & Smela, 2009; Kim & Tadokoro, 2007; O'Halloran et al., 2008; Pons, 2005; Shankar et 
al., 2007; Shahinpoor et al., 2007). However, electroactive thermoplastic dielectric elastomer, 
sometimes referred to as electroactive nanostructured polymers (ENP), is a quite new 
terminology in the field of electroactive polymers (Chmidt et al., 2008; Jang et al., 2011; Kim 
et al 2010, 2011; Shankar et al., 2007a, 2007b, 2007c, 2008; Vargantwar, 2011). Thus, this book 
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will focus on demonstrating unique electric actuation properties of the thermoplastic 
dielectric elastomers.  

 

Fig. 3. Phase diagram of two component triblock copolymer. S, C, G and L represent sphere, 

cylinder, gyroid, lamellae nanostructures, and  and N represent Flory-Huggins interaction 
parameter and molecular weight, respectively (Matsen & Bates 1996). 

2. Nanostructures of thermoplastic dielectric elastomers  

Thermoplastic dielectric elastomers like a poly (styrene-b-ethylbutylene-b-styrene) (SEBS) 

triblock copolymer, are composed of hard end blocks and soft middle block in the molecular 

architecture (Drobny, 2007; Hamley, 2003). Unlike conventional homopolymer dielectric 

elastomers with one rubbery phase structure, the thermoplastic dielectric elastomers exhibit 

a microphase-separated multi-phase structures, because strong incompatibility between 

middle and end blocks forces to be segregated and to form regular microphase-separated 
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agglomerates due to the covalent bonding between blocks. The enthalpy of demixing is 

proportional to the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter , which is inversely proportional 

to the temperature according to eq. (2). 

 
A

B
T

    (2) 

where A and B are system dependant constants, and T is absolute temperature. In theory, at 

much higher N than the critical value of 10.4, a block copolymer forms a strongly segregated 
microphase-separation, while it exhibits a miscible one phase without any phase-separation at 

lower N than the critical value. The nanostructure depends not only on the fraction of each 

component, but also universal parameter N, where  and N represent Flory-Huggins 
interaction parameter and degree of polymerization, respectively. They can exhibit a variety of 
segregation nanostructures such as sphere (S), body-centered cubic (BCC), hexagonal cylinder 
(C), gyroid (G), lamellae (L), if they have a narrow molecular weight distribution, as shown in 
Figure 3 (Hamley, 2003; Leibler, 1980; Matsen & Bates, 1996).  

 

Fig. 4. TEM images of a SEBS thermoplastic dielectric elastomer gel. SEBS was 110kg/mol 
and the gel was swollen by 80wt% paraffinic mineral oil. 

In addition, size of the nanostructure can be simply controlled by the molecular weight. For 
example, inter-lamellar domain spacing d is expressed be eq. (3), 

 1/6 2/3d a N  (3) 

where a is a constant (Leibler, 1980; Matsen & Bates, 1996). As a degree of polymerization 
increases, an inter-lamellae domain spacing increases. A number density of the 
nanostructure is robustly high (higher than 1022 ea/m3 for a sphere (S) nanostructure), 
because the nanostructure size is on the several tens nanometer scale that depends on the 
molecular weight of block copolymer. Figure 4 shows a representative transmission electron 
micrograph of SEBS thermoplastic dielectric elastomer. It has sphere nanostructures on the 
several tens nanometer scales. Dark sphere is composed of hard polystyrene end blocks in 
SEBS, and bright matrix of soft polyethybutylene middle block plasticized by mineral oil. 
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3. Shape memory property  

Shape memory property represents an ability to remember its shape or to be recovered to 
original shape. In the field of dielectric elastomer actuators, the shape memory property 
relates to the elasticity under compressive deformation. It is one of the most essential 
requirements of dielectric elastomers. Although applied external electric field forces a 
dielectric elastomer to deform in a planar extension way, the recovery to original shape 
should be achieved by the material's own shape memory property.  

 

Fig. 5. Cyclic load-unload compression test of a SEBS thermoplastic dielectric elastomer 
(Kim et al., 2010). 

Figure 5 shows shape memory property of the SEBS thermopolastic dielectric elastomer 
(Kim et al., 2010). With external compressive stress loaded, the thermopolastic dielectric 
elastomer deforms. After the stress is removed, the sample completely recovers without 
permanent residual strain observed. As a result, the thermoplastic dielectric elastomer have 
very good shape memory property. 

The shape memory property of thermopolastic dielectric elastomer results from physical 
cross-linking, which totally differs from that of conventional homopolymer dielectric 
elastomer that stems from chemical cross-linking as shown in Figure 2 ( Daniel et al., 2000; 
Drobny, 2007; Hamley, 2003; Koo, et al., 2006). The thermoplastic dielectric elastomers form 
microphase-separated agglomerates in a regular fashion. Both ends of soft middle block are 
physically pinned by hard end-block segregation domains, because a glass transition 
temperature Tg of a hard block domain is much higher than room temperature, while a Tg of 
soft middle block is much lower than room temperature. The physical pinning does not only 
prohibit the soft middle block chains from experiencing chain slippage when the external 
stress is applied, but also makes the deformed molecular chains be recovered to original 
state when the external stress is removed. In addition, the physical crosslinking makes 
materials processible in much easy and versatile way. The materials can be easily processed 
and changed into various shapes and domain orientations repeatedly at temperature above 
Tg of hard block, unlike the chemically crosslinked ones which cannot change the shape or 
orientation after once chemically crosslinked. 
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4. Electric actuation mechanism of thermoplastic dielectric elastomers  

4.1 Maxwell stress 

In general, dielectric elastomers electrically actuate through the two actuation mechanisms 
of Maxwell stress and true electrostrictive effect, as illustrated in Figure 5. Maxwell stress is 
caused by the Coulomb interaction between oppositely charged electrodes. When electric 
field is applied onto the dielectric elastomers, the each electrode is oppositely charged. The 
degree of charging on the electrodes depends on the dielectric properties of the dielectrics. 
Maxwell stress is expressed as eq. (4), illustrated in Figure 5a (Pelrine et al, 2000). 

 2 20

2
M M

K
s R E E

Y


    (4) 

where RM is the Maxwell stress contribution for R33, and Y is a compressive modulus. K and 

0 are a dielectric constant and a vacuum dielectric permittivity, respectively. As a result, 
when an electric field is applied across dielectric film, the dielectric film is compressed in the 
thickness direction, and spreads in the transverse direction. The longitudinal thickness 
strain sz has a quadratic relationship with the applied electric field E. 

4.2 True electrostriction effect 

Meanwhile, the true electrostriction effect that originates from direct coupling between the 
polarization and mechanical response generally constitutes a contribution to the 
electrostrictive actuation of a dielectric elastomer as shown in Figure 5b. For a linear 
dielectric, the strain is induced by a change in the polarization level in the material, as 
expressed in eq. (5) (Su et al, 1997a, 1997b),  

 

Fig. 6. Schematic illustrations of two electric actuation mechanisms of a dielectric elastomer. 
(a) Maxwell stress that originates from the Coulomb interaction between oppositely charged 
compliant electrodes. It is known as a dominant contributor for the electric actuation of a 
dielectric elastomer. (b) A true electrostrictive effect that originates from direct coupling 
between the polarization and electromechanical strain response. 
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  22 2 2 2
0 1ES ESs R E QP Q K E     (5) 

where RES is a true electrostriction contribution for R33, and P and Q are a polarization and a 

electrostrictive coefficient of the material, respectively. Here Q is a material related 

parameter that determines a true electrostrictive strain to a given polarization. 

To date, it was a well-known common sense that electric actuation of a dielectric elastomer 

is usually dominated by Maxwell stress. Thus, many endeavors have mainly focused on 

enhancing a dielectric constant of dielectric elastomer itself or dispersing high dielectric 

fillers in order to improve the Maxwell stress effect and thus to enhance the electric 

actuation (Huang & Zhang, 2004, 2005; Xu et al, 2002; Zhang et al., 2002). Unfortunately, the 

true electrostriction effect, in particular, Q parameter is rarely taken into careful 

consideration in the electric actuation of dielectric elastomers.  

4.3 Electric actuation of thermoplastic dielectric elastomers  

The unique actuation performance of several SEBS thermoplastic dielectric elastomers with 

same styrene content and different molecular weights was reported by Shankar et al. (2007). 

Sample films were prepared from their mineral oil swollen gel and their prestrained films 

were fixed on the circular rigid frame for the actuation test as illustrated in Figure 7. Both 

side of film surfaces were coated with compliant electrodes such as carbon grease. Actuation 

strain was evaluated via monitoring the area change of active area in which electric field is 

applied cross the film thickness direction.  

A areal strain represents an active area change relative to an initial active area. The electric 
areal strains were evaluated from a sequence of digital images acquired from the active area 
of the SEBS gel film upon exposure to electric field varying in strength. Active area of the 
sample film increased as the electric field increased. That is, the areal strains increased with 
the applied electric field. The maximum areal actuation strain increased with decreasing 
SEBS concentration in the gel and increasing SEBS molecular weight. Break-down electric 
field decreased sharply with decreasing SEBS concentration, while it increased with 
increasing size and number density of S(styrene) domain.  

In Table 2 and Figure 8, actuation behaviors of SEBS gels were compared with those of other 

dielectric polymers (Shankar et al., 2007a, 2007b, 2007c, 2008; Vargantwar, 2011). Although 

the SEBS gel materials possess low-to-moderate energy densities, they exhibit exceptional 

electroactive behavior owing to a easy composition tunability. The lowest modulus SEBS gel 

exhibited a 14-55% increase in maximum areal actuation strain relative to the VHB4910 

acrylic at markedly lower breakdown electric fields (22-32 V/m vs 161 V/m) and 94-103% 

increase relative to the HS3 silicone elastomer. In particular, the SEBS gels can exhibit 

substantially higher displacements than other dielectrics at very reduced electric fields. This 

is a very invaluable feature, because conventional dielectric elastomers generally require 

much higher actuation voltage in comparison with other electroactive materials such as 

ionic polymer-metal composites, and conducting polymers. That is, one of the greatest 

advantages of the SEBS thermoplastics is that not only physical properties of the 

thermoplastic elastomer gels such as compressive modulus and strength, but also 

electromechanical actuation properties can be easily tuned via simple changing a oil content 
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in a gel. However, the underlying actuation mechanism of thermoplastic dielectric 

elastomers were still behind a veil. 

 

Fig. 7. (a) Circular experimental setup for the strain test of the SEBS gel films and the optical 
images of the films in the presence of applied electric field. (b) and (c) actuation strains of 
the SEBS161(Mw=161kg/mol) and SEBS217 (Mw=217kg/mol) triblock copolymer gels at 
various solid concentrations (in wt%) : 5 (O), 10 (), 15 (), 20 (), 25(), 30 ().(Shankar 
et al., 2007a)  
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Type 
Polymer 
fraction 

(%) 

Prestrain
(x%, y%)

Tensile 
modulus 

(kPa) 

Maximum 
areal strain 

(%) 

Breakdown 
electric field

(v m-1) 

Energy 
density 
(k Jm-3) 

Ref. 

Acrylic 
VHB4910 

100 300,300 1000-3000 158 161 3400 [a],[b] 

Silicone 
HS3 

100 68,68 130 93 57 98 [a] 

ENP        
SEBS161 5-30 300,300 7-163 180-30 32-133 141-151 [c][d] 
SEBS217 5-30 300,300 2-133 245-47 22-98 119-139 [c][d] 

[a] Referred from Pelrine et al., 2000a. 
[b] Referred from Madden et al., 2004. 
[c] Referred from Kornbluh et al., 1999. 
[d] Referred from Shankar et al., 2007. 

Table 2. Actuation behavior of SEBS gels varying in composition and other dielectric 
elastomers (Shankar et al., 2007a, 2007c).  

 

Fig. 8. Maximum actuation strain of several classes of dielectric elastomers as a function of 
electric field. ENPs indicate the thermoplastic dielectric elastomers such as SEBS (Shankar et 
al., 2007a). 

Kim et al (2011) provided an important clue for the better understanding of the underlying 

actuation mechanism of thermoplastic dielectric elastomers. They verified via non-contact 

strain measurement that thermoplastic dielectric elastomers considerably actuate without 

Maxwell stress contribution. Non-contact represents that a sample film does not have any 

direct contact with the electrodes as illustrated in Figure 9a. The thermoplastic dielectric 
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elastomer film was sandwiched with the transparent glass on which FTO electrodes were 

patterned. Insulate polyimide film spacers were inserted between the sample film and the 

electrodes in order to avoid the contact between the sample film and the electrodes. 

Maxwell stress results from the accumulated electron charges on the sample surface, which 

is injected from the electrodes. The non-contact setup prevents charge injection through the 

electrodes. As a result, non-contact experiment excludes Maxwell stress contribution in the 

electric actuation of the nanostructured thermoplastic elastomer actuators. A poly (styrene-

b-ethylbutylene-b-styrene) (SEBS) and a poly (styrene-b-ethylbutylene-b-styrene)-graft-

maleic anhydride (MA) triblock copolymer gels were used as thermoplastic dielectric 

elastomers. Figure 9b showed the electromechanical strain responses of the SEBS20 and 

MA20 with conventional method (contact experiment) and with non-contact experiment at 

the constant applied electric field strength of 5 V/m. The SEBS20 and MA20 films without 

a direct contact with electrodes still experienced the electric actuation under the electric 

field. The electric actuation strains of the SEBS20 and MA20 gels measured with non-contact 

mode was comparable with those with contact mode. 

Kim et al.(2010, 2011) carefully analyzed the degree of contribution of each actuation 

mechanism mode to total actuation via a in-situ synchrotron small angle X-ray scattering 

(SAXS) measurement. They introduced a synchrotron SAXS method for the accurate 

actuation strain measurement of thermoplastic dielectric elastomers. Accurate strain 

measurement is no doubt essential for better understanding of its underlying actuation 

mechanism of the dielectric elastomer. Usually, the thickness strain of the dielectric 

elastomer film has been evaluated by measuring lateral areal actuation strain under the 

assumption of an isochoric condition. The areal strain used to be measured by captured real-

time video imagery. In some research studies, the thickness strain was directly observed by 

using a laser displacement sensor which can detect the distance between the sample and the 

sensor. Both methods are very useful because they provide a non-destructive method of 

measurement. However, unfortunately, an out-of-plane flexure motion or a bending motion 

is inevitably observed in the electromechanical actuation of most unstrained dielectric 

elastomers due to non-uniformity in sample thickness or electrode thickness as well as large 

expansion in the lateral strain. Fortunately, the well defined nanostructures of the 

thermoplastic dielectric elastomers make it possible not only to measure the true 

electromechanical strain from the nanostructure dimension change monitored, but also to 

monitor the directional dependence of the dimension change in nanoscale order, via an in-

situ synchrotron SAXS. On the basis of actuation strains measured via synchrotron SAXS 

measurement, a comparison between the measured R33 and the contribution from the 

Maxwell stress effect, RM of SEBS and MA thermoplastic elastomers at 15 V/m, was 

presented in Figure 10. The sensitivity of the strain, R33, and the contribution from the 

Maxwell stress effect, RM, could be calculated by eq. (1) and eq. (5), respectively, as the field 

induced strain is proportional to the square of the applied electric field. The contribution 

from the electrostrictive effect, RES, can be simply obtained by R33-RM. They concluded that 

the true electrostriction contribution, RES, dominates the electric actuation of the 

thermoplastic dielectric elastomer.  

Table 3 lists electrostrictive coefficients, Q, of the SEBS and MA thermoplastic dielectric 

elastomers and other dielectric materials, obtained using eq. (5). Both the SEBS and MA had 
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ultra-high Q values, compared with those of conventional ferroelectric materials such as 

inorganic PZT and organic PVDF, and even compared with a polyurethane dielectric 

elastomer, a fluoroelastomer, and a polyurethane-based molecular composite with highly 

improved dielectric permittivity (Kim et al. 2011).  

Table 3. Comparison of thermoplastic dielectric elastomers with materials commonly 

employed in electric actuation (Kim et al., 2011). 

Materials Q (m4/C2) K Y (MPa) R33 (m2/N2) 

PZT[a] 0.096 2,000 6.3104 - [f] 

PVDF[b] -2.0 9 3.3103 - [f] 

Polyurethane[a] -150~-450 4~8 20~200 -2.010-18 

Polyurethane/CuPc/PANI [c] -5~ -300 100~800 80-140 -2.510-16 

Fluoroelastomer [d] -5.2103 12.1 2.5 -7.810-17 

SEBS [e] -7.4105~-
8.4104 

2.32~2.36 0.37~1.23 -1.310-16~-
3.110-17 

MA [e] -1.1106~-
1.3105 

2.55~2.62 0.36~1.42 -2.410-16~-
3.410-17 

Table 3. Comparison of the SEBS and MA thermoplastic dielectric elastomers with materials 
commonly employed in electromechanical actuation. [a] Referred from Zhang et al., 1997, 
[b] Referred from Furukawa & Seo, 1990, [c] Referred from Huang & Zhang, 2005, [d] 
Referred from Pelrine et al, 2000, [e] Referred from Kim et al., 2011, [f] PZT and PVDF follow 
piezoelectricity that a strain response is linearly proportional to electric field. 

It is very interesting that the true electrostriction effect dominates the actuation of the 

thermoplastic dielectric elastomer. This unique actuation behavior is considerably different 

from that of a conventional dielectric elastomer, where the Maxwell stress contribution is 

dominant in a conventional dielectric elastomer (Su et al, 1997a, 1997b). This strong true 

electrostriction effect might be attributed to the dielectric mismatched periodic 

nanostructures. The interfaces between nanodomains result in the development of an 

inhomogeneous electric field across the film thickness (Guiffard et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2011; 

Li & Rao, 2002; Shankar et al., 1997; Su et al, 1997a, 1997b; Zhang, et al, 1997). The 

nonuniform field distribution can enhance the strain response because coupling between the 

strain and electric field in a dielectric elastomer is described by a quadratic relationship, 

delineated by eq. (4) and eq. (5) (Pelrine et al., 2000). The thermoplastic dielectric elastomers 

are typical multiphase systems with mismatched dielectric constants, and the sphere 

domain of polystyrene has a relatively higher permittivity than the matrix domain. The 

thermoplastic dielectric elastomer includes a ultrahigh density of dielectric mismatched 

nanodomains, higher than 1022 ea/m3. In case of the dispersion phase has a higher dielectric 

constant than the matrix phase, the induced dipole moment is parallel to the electric field. 

The resulting polarized micelles tend to attract each other due to electrostatic interactions, 

similar to particles in an dielectric medium and an electrorheological fluid (Boker et al., 

2002; Boissy et al, 1995; Giacomelli et al, 2008; Morkved, et al., 1996). The additional 

attraction among adjacent polarized spheres might build a unique characteristic of 

thermoplastic dielectric elastomer actuation.  
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Fig. 9. (a) The illustration of a non-contact strain measurement setup and (b) The 
electromechanical strain responses of the SEBS20 and MA20 gels at the constant applied 

electric field strength of 5 V/m. (Kim et al., 2011) 
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Fig. 10. Comparison between Maxwell stress contribution, RM and true electrostriction 
contribution, RES, of SEBS and MA thermoplastic dielectric elastomer to the strain 

sensitivity, R33 at 15 V/m. R33 represents the sum of RM and RES (Kim et al., 2011). 

5. Conclusion 

In this book, we demonstrated that thermoplastic dielectric elastomers are distinguished 

from conventional homopolymer dielectric elastomers such as acrylics and silicones in many 

aspects such as nanostructure morphology, shape memory property and electric actuation 

mechanism. Unlike conventional homopolymer dielectric elastomers with one phase 

structure, these thermoplastic dielectric elastomers exhibit a well defined microphase-

separated nanostructure owing to the molecular architecture. That kind of nanostructure 

results in the physical-crosslink-induced shape memory effect which is quite different from 

chemical-crosslink-induced shape memory effect of conventional dielectric elastomers. Most 

of all, thermoplastic dielectric elastomers have much larger true electrostrictive coefficients 

than conventional homopolymer dielectric elastomers, thus show the much fabulous electric 

actuation properties even at low electric field. Such unique behavior basically stems from 

the presence of a high density of dielectric mismatched nanostructures. As a result, we 

consider thermoplastic dielectric elastomers as fascinating actuation materials, although 

many challenges still remains for the real applications. We hope that, in future, this 

thermoplastic dielectric elastomer approach contributes to opening an era of polymer 

transducers.  
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